10
public institutions

and initiatives whose establishment,
implementation and strengthening TI
-Romania contributed to, among
whom are: DNA, DGA through the
strategic committee, ANI, through
the National Integrity Council, CSM
or the Ministry of Justice

300+
training sessions

with over 6000 trainees from the
business environment and the public
sector.

6500+
citizens counselled

in the Anticorruption Legal Advice
Centre (ALAC) and the whistleblower hotline.

120+
studies & guides

on integrity.

10 mil
citizens informed

through TI-Romania’s campaigns.

Corruption delays economic development, impedes democratic processes and severely affects justice and the rule of law. None of the European states is shielded from the effects of this phenomenon.
Transparency International launches today the 20th edition of the Corruption
Perception Index (CPI) — a global aggregate index that includes up to 12
different sources, which captures the perceptions of business people and
country experts about the level of corruption in the public sector. The scores
given to countries reflect the perceived degree of corruption: 100 points
means not corrupt at all, and 0 points means very corrupt.
In Romania, CPI was calculated for the first time in 1997, and in 2012 it was
included in the National Anticorruption Strategy as a performance indicator
for it. Romania’s proposed target for 2015 was to register a score of 63
points - equal with the medium score of the European Union states.
Today, CPI 2015 ranks Romania on the 58th place in the world ranking, with
a score of 46 points, compared to a medium score of the European Union
states of 65.36 points.
Although the progress is not substantial compared to the previous year, Romania’s sustained efforts in the fight against corruption begin to be visible in
the evolution of the country indexes. In 2014, Romania had only 43 points
and was ranked only on the 69th place among the world’s states, only for it
to climb 9 places in this year's ranking. It must also be noted that in 2015 the
Romanian Index is, for the first time, on an ascending trend.
The reforms that made this growth possible were also due, in no small
measure, to Transparency International Romania’s efforts in the past 15

years. Together with the TI Romania results quantifiable in amounts of laws,
publications, citizens and institutions supported, the most valuable achievement is that today integrity is a national value on the citizens’ agenda.
Starting from the premise that the private sector plays a key role in moulding
the way society responds to the corruption phenomenon, and that a clean, principled and transparent business environment can contribute decisively to Romania’s development, TI Romania’s immediate answer to the CPI result is to
launch the Integrity Certification for Companies Program.
The program rallies itself to the resent commitment made by Romania’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry and involves a concerted effort in three steps,
beginning from making a commitment to values and principles adapted to each
company's organizational culture. At the second level, the program continues
with the construction of the operational framework of implementation of the ethics and compliance management system, and on the last step can be found the
company’s investment in ensuring integrity along its supply and distribution
chain. A fourth component, crossing all others, is the development of the system of verification, self-evaluation and reduction of lack of integrity risks.
In this program, TI-Romania will offer companies technical assistance to follow
all three steps, publicly certifying at the end of each the existence, in that company, of the internal mechanisms necessary to prevent integrity incidents from
taking place.
At the same time, faithful to its commitment to an honest Romania, without corruption, Transparency International Romania proposes to dedicate its expertise
and energy in the next 5 years to:
 Guide the people's attitude and mentality toward the development of a social culture of integrity — through anticorruption training and judicial counselling for corruption victims, corruption witnesses and whistleblowers

40 +
public policies

și acte normative elaborate
de TI-România și adoptate
de autorități
ratificarea Convenției
ONU Împotriva
Corupției
prima lege din Europa
pentru protecția
avertizorii de integritate
incriminarea abuzului
în serviciu ca infracțiune de corupție

 Develop anticorruption ethics and compliance programs for the business
environment, promoting integrity standards th agreement with international
and European best practices

SNA 2001, 2005, 2008,
2012

 Develop sustainable programs to strengthen the anticorruption capacity of
public institutions by capitalizing on the expertise already present at their
level and multiplying the best practices validated by the Romanian public
administration

reglementarea cadrului legal al ajutorului public judiciar

 Strengthen Romania’s position, regionally and internationally, as a source
of good practices regarding efforts and determination to fight corruption
through judicial means, as well as the judicial corruption itself.

amendamente la
Codul de Procedură
Penală

Support TI Romania’s cause, join its programs, Be the change you want
to see in Romania!

25%

Follow us on:

Facebook: facebook.com/transparencyRO
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/
company/transparency-internationalromania
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TI_Romania
Or: www.transparency.org.ro/CPI2015

Din dosarele DNA în
2014 au fost instrumentate pe baza art. 191 din
Legea nr. 78/2000—abuz
în serviciu

